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President’s Address
 
Members,	
	
It has been five months and we are still “social distancing” and no one knows 
how much longer this will continue.  Life can be very depressing if all you see or 
think about are the negatives—think positive.  We have had our grandchildren 
with us during the weeks since mid-March.  Yes, they have kept us extremely 

busy.  However, I am hoping they will be able to look back at this time in their lives and think, 
yes, the world was in turmoil during this time; however, we had a great time staying with 
Grandma and Grandpa.  We have had time to read, study, play games, swim, ride bikes, go on 
walks, make crafts, paint rocks or pictures, go fishing—make memories—time that was very 
scarce before.  I hope as poets that you have had time to read and/or write poetry more than you 
might have done before.  I encourage you to look at upcoming contests and enter these contests.  
At this time, we don’t know if there will be a Poetry Day Conference on October 31.  Either way, 
there are still the contests to enter and we can celebrate as the winners are announced on Poetry 
Day. 
 
Spend Time On Poetry! 
 
Frieda Patton, President 
 
 

Calendar Watch 
 
August: Watch the mail for 2021 PRA 
Yearbooks.  
August 1: Deadline for Massachusetts State 
Poetry Society’s National Poetry Day 
Contest 2020. 
http://mastatepoetrysociety.tripod.com/id14.
html  
August 15: PRA’s 2020 Poetry Day Contest 
entries due. See details posted on PRA’s 
website. 
 
 
 

 
October 31: PRA’s 2020 Poetry Day is 
scheduled to be held at the Darragh Center 
Auditorium, Main Library, 100 Rock Street, 
Little Rock. Laura Bridges will serve as 
Poetry Day Chair and Marie Allison will 
serve as Poetry Day Contest Chair.  Sandy 
Longhorn will be the featured speaker. 
Poetry Day is the main poetry event in	
Arkansas. For conference questions contact 
Frieda Patton at patton.frieda@gmail.com	or	
501-847-5328. See full press release on 
PRA website or PRA Facebook page.		
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Congratulations 
Monthly Contest Winners 
From Renee Ramsey: 
May  
Theme: poem for children/rhyming Thank 
you to our judges: Gin Creek Poets of 
Searcy 
First: Dennis Patton—“A Lady and Her 
Knight”  
Second: Dr. Emory D. Jones—
“Halloween Moon”  
Third: Terrie Jacks—“Train”   
1st HM: Sara Gipson—“My Adventures 
along a Trail”  
2nd HM: Fay Smalling Guinn—“Do You See 
What I See”  
 
June  
Theme: chocolate/free verse 
Thank you to our judge Laura Bridges. 
First: Terrie Jacks—“Dear Atie Kit 
Kat”                         
Second: Cathy Moran—“On chocolate and 
sex”                 
Third: Donna Nelson—“Chocolate 
Shoppe”                        
1st HM: Barbara Blanks—“Cuckoo for 
Chocolate”                 
2nd HM: Sara Gipson—“Chocoholic Hurdles 
to Heaven”  
3rd HM: Christine Henderson—“Sweet 
Memories”                        
 
July  
Theme: community/any form 
Thank you to our judge Pat Durmon.  
First: Laura Bridges—“There goes the 
Neighborhood” 
Second: Barbara Blanks—“In Slidell, 
Louisiana” 
Third: Terrie Jacks—“the bird commune” 
1st HM  Christine Henderson—“Walk with 
Me” 
2nd HM: Sara Gipson—“Breakfast at City 

Café” 
3rd HM: Dr. Emory Jones—“Saturday” 
 

Congratulations  
NFSPS 2020 Winners  
For the complete list of winning entries for 
each of these PRA members, please visit the 
NFSPS website. http://www.nfsps.com/ 
 
Karen Kay Bailey 
Barbara Blanks 
Von S. Bourland 
Ann Carolyn Cates 
Gail Denham 
Pat Durmon 
Sara Gipson 
Dena R. Gorrell 
Fay Guinn 
Terrie Jacks 
Dr. Emory D. Jones 
Lavern Spencer McCarthy 
John McPherson 
Catherine Moran 
Dennis R. Patton 
Russell H. Strauss 
Wendy Visser 
Faye B. Wise 
 
What Are You Waiting For? 
✏ Did you know that the Poetry Society of 
Texas has FOURTEEN different episodes 
on its podcast page?!? And it is all FREE! 
Go check them out at: 
https://poetrysocietyoftexas.org/podcasts/ 
Just stop by the page linked above and check 
out the different podcasts. You can listen to 
discussions with poets like Anne McCrady, 
J. Paul Holcomb, Budd Powell Mahan, 
Charlotte Renk, Terry Jude Miller, and nine 
other accomplished and award-winning 
poets. Just go to the page, click on the link 
to the interview you want to hear, and it will 
magically appear on your computer screen! 
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SO much talent; so much information; so 
many beautiful words! Go listen for yourself 
and take what you will from this amazing 
treasure chest of poetry! 
Steve Sanders 
Treasurer, PST 
817-896-2570 
✏ Lori Goetz would like to inform PRA 
members that Tennessee's annual conference 
and contests information is now posted.  The 
information can be found 
at   https://www.poetrytennessee.org/annual-
festival-and-contest.html 
✏ PRA was contacted about an upcoming 
anthology and fellow poets are invited to 
participate. If you are interested and have 
questions, please 
contact:  Bigalittleaantholoty@gmail.com 
 

Transitions 
❀ Marcia Camp--former PRA and Board 
member-- died on 7-5-2020; 
https://www.smithfamilycares.com/obituary/Mar
cia-Camp 
❀ Helene Stallcup, Honorary member and 
former President of PRA—died on 7-20-2020; 
https://www.echovita.com/us/obituaries/ar/r
ogers/helene-beatrice-stallcup-11171215 
If you would like to send a sympathy card, you 
can send it to the following address and Jane 
will share it with the rest of the family: 
Jane Rampona 
11 Woodberry Road 
Little Rock, AR 72212 
 
Board Actions 
✔ Karalin Rogers was approved to continue 
as PRA webmaster for the upcoming year. 
✔ Christine Henderson was approved to 
continue serving as a member at large for 
the remainder of this term. 
✔ Merit Award nominations were received.   
✔ Cathy Moran was selected to serve as 
Nominations Committee Chair. 
 

State of Poetry-
State Poet Laureate 
“Why does poetry 
matter?” This is a 
provocative question 
that has inspired many essays and 
discussions. I think poetry matters because it 
tells us how to be human. It takes us to the 
core of our emotions and makes us feel 
things we have never felt, or have 
forgotten. It's a language art, and it's 
important to keep the language fresh and 
surprising. That's what poets do. It is a joy to 
discover surprising metaphors. And poetry 
can be a solace for our pain and losses.  
Poetry also gives us a reason to gather 
together, to hear other people's work. But 
how can we keep poetry alive in these days 
of social distancing? Readings, almost non-
existent now in physical spaces, can exist 
virtually. We can Facetime our poet friends 
and stay in touch. We can Zoom and read 
our poems to a number of people. We can 
link in to Kai Coggin's Wednesday Night 
Poetry Readings, where that uber long-
running series out of Hot Springs has never 
missed a beat, even during Covid 19, and is 
proceeding virtually.    
Poetry is alive and well in Arkansas, and 
one day, it is hoped, we can once again 
attend poetry readings at Guillermo's Coffee 
Shop in Little Rock, the Argenta Reading 
Series in North Little Rock, the University 
of Ark at Little Rock reading series, the 
Ozark Poets and Writers Collective in 
Fayetteville--to mention just a few spots 
where poetry thrives. 
This has been an exciting year for me as 
Arkansas's current poet laureate. Thinking 
that Arkansas young poets needed to be 
recognized, I drafted a proclamation for an 
Arkansas Youth Poetry Day, and Governor 
Hutchinson graciously signed it into 
being. The first ever Arkansas Youth Poetry 
Day took place virtually on April 18, 
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2020. Young poets, ages six through 
eighteen, performed their original poems on 
the web, due to the technical expertise of 
Arkansas poet and educator, Kai Coggin, 
and PRA member, Stacy Pendergrast. My 
thanks go to the AYPD sponsors: Arkansas 
State University, the Porter Prize 
Foundation, and the Cultural Center of Hot 
Springs. Arkansas Youth Poetry Day will be 
celebrated every year. 
This spring, I submitted a project for the 
Academy of American Poets Laureate 
Fellowships. I was not successful in 
receiving a fellowship, but I hope that one 
day the project, bringing poetry to 
disadvantaged schools in four corners of the 
state and its central region, can take real 
shape.   
Also this year I was delighted to win a 
Pushcart Prize, after having been nominated 
every year for over 30 years! The winning 
poem, “Rivers,” published in the Arkansas 
Review in April, 2019, will appear in the 
anthology Pushcart Prize XLV: Best of the 
Small Presses in November 2021. Here's the 
poem: 
 
RIVERS 
 
Rivers are born unlucky. 
They bloat.  They freeze. 
They curate dead bodies nibbled to lace. 
 
You may think them postcard picturesque, 
calm as storks, 
winding through aspens. 
 
What do you know? 
This is not their warp. They rankle, they 
plot.  
They have the soul of a snake.   
 
And yet, they seduce. 
You stand on the banks of a majestic one, 
   gawking.  
It sends a rat to your ankles. 

It's crucial that we stay inspired to write 
throughout this trying pandemic. How can 
we stay focused and hopeful enough to put 
ourselves in front of a blank page or a dark 
computer screen? Well, how can we not? It 
is our joy and our salvation to write in this 
time of chaos. And, although publication is 
sweet, it is not the end-all of our endeavors. 
As acclaimed poet Molly Peacock has said, 
“In the attempt is the success.” That is a 
good thing to remember as we forge on 
through these days.   
And I hope you'll help keep alive my 
mantra, Poetry ASAP: Poetry should be 
Aspiring, Surprising, Accessible, and Part of 
our everyday lives.     
With heartfelt thanks to my PRA friends and 
colleagues for your support and help in all 
my endeavors— 
 
Jo McDougall  
 
Poet Profiles 
This issue I am featuring two PRA 
members. Gail Denham and Kate Lacy. If 
you would like to be featured or if you would like to 
nominate a PRA member to be featured, email me at 
jkmoultons@yahoo.com 
 
Gail Denham 
Stories have always been my main 
emphasis. Along the way, poetry snuck in. I 
was encouraged by a college professor Mr. 
Ibarra. I was a beginner. My essays were 
“bad”, but poetry saved the day. Poetry 
earned me “A’s” in his honor English 
classes. At that time, I was working on the 
campus of Oregon State University while 
my husband finished his degree. We had 
three children and two nieces with us then. 
After Dan’s degree finished, I was 
committed. I typed on a manual typewriter 
in the bedroom and joined a writers’ critique 
group. The leader was a master sergeant. 
“You will have a story Monday night!” 
Often that was written Monday afternoon. 
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It’s been a privilege to be with various 
writer friends and attend writing 
conferences. I led writing and photography 
workshops at several N.W. writers’ 
conferences. Now I belong to numerous 
state poetry societies. 
“Story” still figures high. We travel to ghost 
towns. I think of people who lived there – 
what was it like? Often a story emerges, in 
poetry form. Our children and grandkids 
also inspire. 
A poem can be born from a word, a phrase 
overheard, a photo of an old house, a child’s 
remark. Ekphrastics poetry is a favorite. 
Perhaps that’s because I’ve been an 
illustrative photographer for years. A good 
photo or piece of art tells a story. 
For over 40 years my poetry, essays, 
newspaper articles, stories, and photos have 
appeared in national and international 
publications. Now I mostly enter contests. I 
win a few prizes, and my work is often in 
anthologies. (I’ve boxes of anthologies – 
what will my kids do with them?) 
Certain poets and books have inspired. Poets 
such as William Stafford, Wilma Elizabeth 
McDaniel (the Okie poet), Inez Hunt with 
her Ghost Town Tales, Billy Collins, Mary 
Oliver. Writing Down the Bones Natalie 
Goldberg; Bird by Bird Anne Lamott; 
Poemcrazy Susan Goldsmith Wooldridge; 
The Crafty Poet Diane Lockward; The 
Muses Among Us Kim Stafford, and many 
more. Read, read, read. 
I write most days. Sometimes a rough draft, 
or revising one. Deadlines are great. They 
give me a goalpost. Rarely do I compose on 
computer. Writing a poem draft by hand 
works best. I like to try new forms, and 
appreciate a challenge. 
I’d strongly advise to: “Write the real. Be 
down to earth, specific. Try new forms.” 
Plus, I enjoy humor. I try to compose 
something which will get a smile, or perhaps 
encourage. 
 

August Night, 2001 
         
All we lacked was a tuba  
as dogs and I marched the perimeter  
of the back yard, clanking, making tunes 
with a wooden spoon on Mom’s battered 
9x12 inch aluminum cake pan. 
 
Behind me trailed a lanky-legged 
greyhound and a tiny doxie, both blended 
into ebony shadows; a black fluff dog,  
and Missy, the heeler, with her low-light  
white and dark-speckled coat.  
 
A midnight parade to chase off nearby  
skunks, small ones, newly de-nested,  
silent roamers, confident they were loved,  
fat with a neighbor’s table scraps,  
ready to fall in line, stay for dinner. 
 
…First prize in Carlisle Poets contest, Oct 2007 
…Publ. in chapbook 2008, Hold That Moment, 
Ltd Ed, Out of print; printed Fanstory, 2019; 
publ. in anthology 

 
Kate Lacy 
Oh this could be a book, of course......living 
with a Siamese means I talk aloud all the 
time! I'm sure all of us who are living alone 
find that talking aloud is almost like having 
a buddy who's listening. 
So I was writing poetry in high school and 
odd little short stories about a cat who 
begged to come in through the window 
every night - and then went off to college to 
major in physics and math. Three years 
later, I'd married a Drama major and 
switched to Scene and Costume Design. All 
good. 
Ten years and another husband later, I 
became a Physics and Chemistry teacher at 
Southwest JHS, Springdale and taught there 
until I moved to George JHS and completed 
my teaching career in 2015. 
Poetry really ate into my quiet moments 
about 2000 when the last chick went off to 
the Peace Corps and then to college in New 
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Orleans. The oldest married early in DC and 
has never come home again; The second 
went to A&M for Biology and Anatomy 
and prepped for Med School. He still lives 
in Ft Worth and is on staff at the Children's 
Hospital. My daughter came home from 
Samoa, graduated from U of N.O. and 
eventually moved to DC where she is an 
analyst who handles money in some 
department I know nothing about. No one 
came home. After teaching, I'd planned to 
move to Texas, but that too fell through - I 
was house/apartment hunting just as Texas 
went into a severe depression, so I remained 
in Arkansas and it's been fine. All the 
cousins and so forth are in Texas, but 
fortunately we have airplanes. 
I've had a busy life - performed in several 
plays while in Texas, worked with costume 
designers and playwrights, met physicists at 
several conferences, and taken up painting 
and poetry writing because it didn't involve 
long travels. (Boy, this sounds a lot like 
bragging!) 
I've won several state and national awards 
for writing prose and poetry - the latest and 
most surprising was last spring when I was 
one of three “Citation” winners in the 
National Federation of State Poetry 
Societies (NFSPS) contests. 
 
THE WRONG TRACK 
“Detour. There’s a muddy road ahead, detour. . .” 
            Paul Westmoreland, 1945 
  
Walking down aisles in the grocery store, 
I see her: the new bride. She has a worried 
brow, wrinkled as if determining 
which can to add to her basket. 
  
Does she remember the summer we hiked 
to the plateau in New Mexico? 
Azure skies and turquoise stones 
slowed the pace until we sat together             
and talked about life, love, and adventure.    
During high school, beyond college, we’d 
been 

friends with secrets we thought would last 
forever.                                                           
                           
Suddenly my lover is her husband, my axis 
tilted 
away from the sun as she walks on, never 
pausing, still graceful in her movements. 
I lean over to select a bag of dog food 
as she passes looking up at something 
from a higher shelf, taking no time 
to see the woman across the aisle 
in jeans and a flannel shirt, no longer 
her friend, no longer dressed for church. 
I wonder where my small son is today, 
only four years old, not yet in kindergarten. 
She owns him too, her grand prize. 
I move away in the opposite direction, 
softly humming, but wishing for rain.  
 
Keeping Poetry Alive—Inspiration 
Thank you to the poets who answered my request about 
what inspires you to write and for sharing their poetry. 
 
Barbara Robinette 
Once last spring I stepped off the front porch 
and saw our poor, thin single forsythia bush 
in the circle drive with a very few yellow 
flowers. Maybe 3 or 4 if that. The rest of the 
bush was bare branches. Like dead. How I 
wanted to see the whole interior of our circle 
drive lush with forsythia!  A haiku resulted: 
 
forsythia 
in the circle drive 
around and around and around 
 
I sent this to Tanya McDonald, editor of the 
Haiku Society of America Members' 
Anthology, 2019, and she included it in the 
book, A Moment's Longing. It was my first 
published haiku. 
So sometimes, for me, inspiration for words 
to share with others comes from a longing 
that what isn't would be.    
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Emory D. Jones 
I get inspiration from life experiences, from 
my observations of nature, from art, and 
from literature.  
 

HIS HANDS  
 

His hands sowed the stars in the sky, 
Set the sun and moon in place, 

Formed Adam and touched him with life, 
Gave him Eve to be his wife. 

  
His hands calm the hearts 

Of those who need comforted, 
Heal the sick and injured. 

  
His hands feed the sparrows 

And put the splendor in the lilies, 
Made all the beauty of nature. 

  
His hands save us from our worse selves. 
Look up and worship the one who does 

these 
Wonderful things. 

 
 
Terrie Jacks 
During this time of stay at home, of course I 
am writing.  A friend and I are trying out 
new forms of poetry.  We meet in a park to 
enjoy the outdoors, social distance talk 
across two picnic tables and share our 
work.  We have tried pirouettes, an ode, 
triolets, minute, and most recently 
nonet.  Gives my mind a workout, gets me 
outdoors and it’s social distancing fun.  
  
Inspiration 
  
How do I find inspiration?  How? 
Read a poem, search the web, or write. 
Write nonsense, find a fun word, 
like hoopdedoodle-do. 
Hoopdedoodle-do 

is fun to do. 
Do doodle. 
Hoop-de 
Do. 
  
Harry McDermott 
LIVING ABOVE THE VIRUS DAGGER 
 
I take pride in my COVID19 hibernation, 
an ascetic abstention from human contact. 
It has not been easy because through my 
years 
I have had a passion for the human touch. 
I’ve studied massage for this reason, 
an art used by my ancestors to create heaven 
on earth. 
 
Touching another is always an adventure, 
bordering on greedy hands and voracious 
bodies, 
an endless task, a labor of love,  
making me Vice-President of making people 
happy. 
Being touched is such a sweet sculpting, 
blissful when we can surrender to it. 
 
But now I am deprived of the human touch, 
like all the white in the sky I am 
a cloud or learning to be a cloud, 
I am the moon or learning to be the moon. 
I am a great Wallenda, net less above the 
earth, 
learning not to look down and to appreciate 
a new adventure. 
 
Marilyn Joyner 
Although the group has not met in person, 
South Arkansas Poets of the Pines (SAPOP) 
have been exchanging many emails 
pertaining to an interesting poem, news 
article, or just an uplift. Janet Ryan, Donna 
Henson and Marilyn Joyner, members of 
SAPOP, attended a zoom session on June 16 
with Marjorie Maddox Hafer. The session 
gave insight into her new book, “INSIDE 
OUT: POEMS ON WRITING AND 
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READING POEMS WITH INSIDER 
EXERCISES.”  The event was moderated 
by poet and editor Dayna Kidd Patterson as 
part of Western Washington University's C. 
A. R. E. S. online, interactive program. 
Dr. Laury Hamburg of SAPOP was featured 
in the El Dorado paper on July 6.  He gave 
readers detailed instructions on focused 
breathing as a way to combat the stress of 
isolation 
 
My Interview with Jo McDougall 
I had the great pleasure of speaking with 
Arkansas’ Poet Laureate and recent Pushcart 
Prize winner, Jo McDougall, over the phone. 
She was gracious with her time and 
answered my questions for this article. One 
of my questions—What do you wish people 
would ask you about poetry?—is answered 
in her State of Poetry column found above. 
Here are the rest of her responses. 
Promoting her favorite thing in the world— 
poetry—is her favorite part of being poet 
laureate. She loves getting the chance to be a 
spokesperson for poetry and to promote her 
ASAP mantra. She says meeting other poets 
and supporting young poets are enjoyable 
aspects of the job. She encourages all poets, 
but especially new poets, to “keep writing, 
no matter how many rejections they get.”  
 
When I asked her how poetry is doing in 
Arkansas she said, “Very well, despite 
CoVid 19.” Oxford American magazine, 
Sibling Rivalry Press in Little Rock, 
University of Arkansas Press in Fayetteville, 
and Butler Center Books in Little Rock, also 
from University of Arkansas Press, publish 
poetry in the state. Arkansas boasts having 
the longest continually running poetry 
program with Kai Coggin.  
 
McDougall describes herself as a poet 
passionate about poetry. Since the age of 12, 
she’s been writing poetry with her first 

chapbook published in her 20s. She received 
her MFA from the University of Arkansas. 
She credits Sue Abbott Boyd and Miller 
Williams as her mentors. Because poetry is a 
lonely occupation, she says a poet must have 
validation along the way. 
 
In terms of her process, she says, “Cut the 
fat out of your work. Pare down to essential 
truths.” Compressed poems work for her. 
She also reads her poem out loud to hear if 
there is “a line that drags.” She keeps a 
notebook in every room, and while she used 
to use a tape recorder to capture her 
thoughts, she now uses her phone. She 
strongly believes that a poet must “write the 
words down when they come” because the 
“syntax needs to be preserved.”  
 
When I asked McDougall to address this 
issue’s inspiration theme, she said she finds 
inspiration from everything and from 
everywhere: snippet of conversation, 
a change of scenery. She suggests reading 
other genres to get inspiration as well. She 
likes to read poets that are very different 
from her. “Reading poetry and other genres 
gives us fuel,” says McDougall. She 
recommends Ted Kooser’s American Life in 
Poetry. At this link, you can click on current 
column and/or subscribe to it. 
https://www.americanlifeinpoetry.org/ 
 
In preparation for this interview, I read two 
of McDougall’s books, Dirt and The 
Undiscovered Room. Some of my favorite 
poems are the two or three line poems like 
the title poem, “Dirt” and “Why I Get Up 
Each Day” to name only two. There are 
many more. The images she creates with an 
economy of words is astonishing. You can 
read more about Jo McDougall and her 
Pushcart Prize in this Arkansas Democrat 
Gazette article. 
https://www.arkansasonline.com/news/2020/
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jun/28/state-poet-finally-gets-her-
reward/?news-arkansas 
 
Next Issue Theme: Golden Lines 
For our next issue of News ‘N’ Notes, I am 
requesting members send me their favorite 
Golden Lines. Golden lines are those lines 
that stay with you, that stand out in a piece 
of writing. To explain, here are two Golden 
Lines from Jo McDougall’s work: “At the 
Shell Station”-her bracelet, light as a haiku 
on her wrist; “Stairs”- organza skim of 
dragonflies. And from Bob Hickok’s work: 
“Breathing Amber”-The invisible man has 
invisible blood, if you cut him he bleeds 
clarity all over the good rug. 
Select two or three golden lines and send 
them along with the poem and the poet they 
are taken from to me at 
jkmoultons@yahoo.com. I will send a 
reminder when we get closer to the deadline. 
 
From the Editor 
I hope you enjoyed this issue of News ‘N’ 
Notes. Members have shared what inspires 
them, their writing process, and how they 
are keeping poetry alive. This newsletter is 
for you, the PRA membership, and as such 
should be full of your news and words. 
Please be thinking how you can contribute 
to the next issue. Be on the look-out for 
golden lines, an inspirational photo, a newly 
discovered poet or even a not-so-new poet 
who is new to you.  
Starting with this issue, I would like to 
feature a form for us to try. Like many of 
you, I have taken loads of workshops and 
courses, and read quite a few books on 
writing poetry to improve my practice and 
my poetry. Throughout all of that, I found a 
form that is a combination of prose poetry 
and haiku. It is called haibun. You can read 
more about it here. 
https://poets.org/text/more-birds-bees-and-
trees-closer-look-writing-haibun 

What I hope is that you will try it out and 
then share it with all of us. You can do that 
in the next issue of News ‘N’ Notes or 
within your own poetry groups. I’ll leave 
that up to you. For sharing in the next issue, 
please send your haibun to 
jkmoultons@yahoo.com. 
 
From my chapbook, The Unpartnered Wife: 
 
Like a Dream 
 
From the airport taxi the view is a green blur 
as we race past rice paddies, steps cut 
precisely into Earth angled against a sky so 
blue it hurts our eyes. The sun seems bigger 
here as we enter the mystical world of daily 
temple offerings carried by silk-sashed 
beauties who behind each ear sprout an 
intricately designed flower in shocking pink, 
flaming orange, blood red, some with 
tongues protruding as if licking the air. For 
here the air is delicious, steeped in clove, 
ginger, nutmeg, frangi pani, lily, lotus, and 
the fecund odor of Bali’s dirt.  We gobble up 
as much of it as we can. 
 
you are you again 
inside this kaleidoscope 
of my memories 
 
 
Stay safe. Keep poetry alive.  
Karen Moulton 
Editor 
 
American Lady Butterfly (Karen Moulton photographer) 

 


